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0rsted, Rontgen, Becquerel and other discoverers of
fundamental but isolated facts,
The discovery of electro-magnetic induction was a
critical point in the progress of science, and followed a
critical decision in Faraday's life. In 1831 his scientific
vision was extended to vast regions, and his dedication left
him free to devote the rest of his life to a survey of those
unknown regions of natural phenomena. After 1831 he
began gradually to contract his social life. Faraday had
lived as livelily as his creed permitted. He was not ascetic.
He robustly enjoyed all pleasures not denied to him by
principle. The Sandemanian youth had thoroughly enjoyed
feasts on the sides of Vesuvius and Italian carnival masques.
A dozen years later he was still in the habit of romping
after dinner in his rooms at the Royal Institution. Some-
times he used to ride with his young cousins round the
Institution's almost sacred theatre on a velocipede. His
lasting interest in books and printing made him friendly
with the lithographer Hullmandel, who held very pleasant
conversaziones of artists, actors and musicians. Hull-
mandel used to take his parties up the Thames in an eight-
oared cutter, in which they cooked their own dinner, and
were entertained by the singing of Garcia and his daughter,
Malibran, and other friends. Turner joined these parties,
and came to consult him about the chemistry of pigments.
During his country and seaside holidays he was an inde-
fatigable naturalist. He enjoyed reading aloud, especially
Byron's "Childe Harold" and Coleridge's "Mont Blanc."
He could not bear indecision. He believed that in little
things quickness of decision was important and a bad
decision better than none. He did not read widely, but
when he was tired he sometimes read exciting novels or
went to the theatre. He was fond of classical music and
in his youth could sing many songs and played the
flute.
This evidence shows that Faraday was deeply extro-
verted. In his social life he was an amiable but ordinary
man. Outside his science he was devoid of subtle
intellectual feeling. He understood few things, but

